RELATIONSHIPS ARE DECISIONS (RAD!) PROGRAM RULES

1. Future Workers are not allowed to adopt the young decision makers (YDM).

2. Future Workers are not allowed to lend money to the YDMs.

3. Future Workers must keep written notes on all meetings for the county.

4. Future Workers can only call the young decision makers to let them know about changed appointments.

5. The young decision makers can only call Future Workers for important business.

6. All meetings between the young decision maker and the Future Worker are private. Others can only be invited if the YDM and the FW agree.

7. Unless safety issues are involved, all meetings for doing adoption business always take place at the chosen "office."

8. Meetings are not long meetings and, no matter what, kids must be returned to a supervising adult within two hours at the most.

Understood and Agreed To On this xxxxxx day of xxxxxx 20xx:

Young Decision Maker: ____________________________________________

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Future Worker: _________________________________________________

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

County Worker: _________________________________________________

xxxxxxxxxxxxx County DSS Worker

Family Focus Witness: ____________________________________________

Family Focus Witness